Welcome to the RAF Museum
London
The RAF Museum is very big
Explore and Discover

Digital tours and exhibition stories are available on site or at home at rafm.tours

Look for the

For more information visit www.rafmuseum.org
This is the Museum entrance
A member of staff may look in your bag
There are four different buildings to explore

Hangar 1

Hangar 2

Hangars 3, 4, 5

Hangar 6
You might put your coat and bag in one of these
There are lots of planes at the Museum
There are also some helicopters at the Museum
There are other kinds of transport at the Museum too
To keep everyone safe, we stay behind the barriers
There are different sounds you can hear at the Museum
Some parts of the Museum are bright and some are a bit darker
You can eat your lunch here
On a nice day you can sit outside
These signs show where the toilets are
If you need to sit quietly, we have Quiet Rooms available
You might see these people when you visit

Mike
Kirsty
Vernon
Martin
Zengha
Toni
See you soon at the RAF Museum London